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SUMMARY 

Sophomore B.S. Electrical Engineering student at MSOE with internship experience as well as diverse hands-on project 
experience. Currently working 10-20 hours per week with a full academic schedule. Skills in C, C++, Python, VHDL, Java, 
MATLAB, and NI Multisim. 
 
EDUCATION 

B.S. Electrical Engineering  |  Milwaukee School of Engineering  |  GPA: 3.83  |  expected May 20XX 
 
INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE 

Software Engineering Intern  |  Syntiant Corporation  |  Irvine, CA  |  June – August 20XX 
Project Objective: Create diagnostic tool for NDP100 neural processing unit to show chip input and output. 
▪ Decoded and displayed NDP100 outputs using Python 
▪ Generated graphs for time-domain and spectrogram audio inputs, neural activations, and outputs of sound 

classification neural models 
▪ Displayed result with a Flask web server hosted locally on the chip’s Raspberry Pi testbench 
 
PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Project Objective: Write microcontroller program in C to display room light level on a series of LEDs 
▪ Found light level based on voltage drop over a photoresistor 
▪ Wrote functions to set up and run an analog-to-digital conversion on one input pin 
▪ Set up MSP432 pin input and output assignments for ten LEDs, a switch to change between continuous and 

instantaneous measurement, and a button to measure current light value 
▪ Connected node between photoresistor and another resistor to analog pin to ensure voltage drop and measure 

photoresistor magnitude 
▪ Ran skeleton program to print analog outputs from photoresistor to console to find output when completely covered 

and in direct light and set reference values accordingly 
▪ Wrote functions to de-bounce button pin and get value, check for state change from not pressed to pressed when in 

instantaneous measurement mode, read ADC value when button newly pressed or in continuous mode & update 
LEDs by converting raw output to binary values from 0-1023 in relation to gathered reference values & sending to pins 

▪ Connected eight output pins from one port on MSP432 board to the first eight LEDs of an LED light bar and two pins 
from another port to the other two using a solderless breadboard 

▪ Connected button and switch to input pins using pull-up resistors 
▪ Uploaded program to MSP432 flash and tested both modes 
 
Project Objective: Create an equivalent circuit model for a piezoelectric buzzer 
▪ Connected a piezoelectric buzzer to Analog Discovery II USB interface using solderless breadboard circuit 
▪ Analyzed impedance using Diligent Waveforms to sweep frequencies 
▪ Measured resistance and low-frequency capacitance with LCR meter 
▪ Determined resonant frequency with Waveforms graph 
▪ Represented piezo as a parallel combination of the plate capacitance with a series RLC load containing the mass 

inductance, parasitic capacitance resulting from mechanical compliance, and losses due to heat 
▪ Approximated plate capacitance and calculated compliance capacitance using high-frequency phase and impedance 

measurements 
▪ Calculated mass inductance through resonant circuit analysis 
▪ Simulated created model in NI Multisim 
▪ Plotted both frequency responses in MATLAB to verify functionality 
 
TECHNICAL SKILLS 

▪ C, C++ 
▪ Python 
▪ VHDL 

▪ Circuit Analysis (linear and transients) 
▪ Bilingual English and Mandarin  
▪ Pandas, Numpy, Flask 
 

▪ Embedded Systems 
▪ Java 
▪ Quartus 

▪ Raspberry Pi 
▪ MATLAB 
▪ NI Multisim 

CO-CURRICULAR INVOLVEMENT 

Member  |  IVC Applied Science and Engineering Club  |  August 20XX - May 20XX  |  3 hrs/wk  
Member  |  IVC Master Chorale  |  August 20XX - May 20XX  |  4 hrs/wk 


